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Abstract
We generalize the Brin-Higman-Thompson groups nGk,1 to monoids nMk,1, for n ≥ 1 and k ≥ 2,
by replacing bijections by partial functions. The monoid nMk,1 has nGk,1 as its group of units,
and is congruence-simple. Moreover, nMk,1 is finitely generated, and for n ≥ 2 its word problem is
coNP-complete. We also present new results about higher-dimensional joinless codes.
1 Introduction
We extend the Brin-Higman-Thompson group nGk,1 to a monoid, nMk,1. For this we follow in outline
the definition of the monoidMk,1 given in [6, 9] (which extends the Thompson-Higman groupGk,1), and
the string-based definition of the Brin-Thompson group nG2,1 [10] and the Brin-Higman-Thompson
group nGk,1 [11].
The groups nG2,1 were introduced by Brin [13] for n ≥ 2. For n = 1, 1G2,1 = G2,1 (= V ) is the
well-known Thompson group [23, 16]. For n ≥ 2, nG2,1 (= nV ) is an n-dimensional generalization
of V . Many interesting properties have been proved about nG2,1: It is an infinite, finitely presented,
simple group, and the groups nG2,1 are non-isomorphic for different n [13, 14, 15, 20, 12]. In [10],
a string-based description of nG2,1 was introduced (hinted at in [13, Subsection 4.3], and partly
developed in [12]). The Brin-Higman-Thompson group nGk,1, for n ≥ 1 and k ≥ 2, is the obvious
common generalization of the Brin-Thompson group nG2,1 and the Higman-Thompson group Gk,1
[21]. In the literature nGk,1 has been studied in a number of papers (one of the earliest is [17]). As
nGk,1 can be defined as a group of permutations of nA
ω
k , where Ak = {a0, a1, . . . , ak−1} , it is natural
to generalize this to a monoid nMk,1 of (partial) functions on nA
ω
k . When n = 1, 1Mk,1 is the monoid
Mk,1 introduced in [5, 6].
In the construction of nMk,1 and the proofs of some of its properties, new results about joinless
codes in nA ∗k are proved. In particular, we introduce the concepts of completion and complement of a
non-maximal finite joinless code, and we show their existence. The definition of a right-ideal morphism
leads to complications that are not seen in the group case.
The monoid nMk,1 has interesting properties:
• nMk,1 has nGk,1 as group of units, and is regular, J -0 simple, and congruence-simple.
• nMk,1 is finitely generated.
• For n ≥ 2, the word problem of nMk,1 over a finite generating set is coNP-complete.
• An important motivation for the study of 2M2,1 is that it provides a way to describe acyclic digital
circuits by words over a finite generating set, with at most polynomial length increase, and such that
the word problem of the monoid is polynomial-time equivalent to the equivalence problem for acyclic
circuits. So 2M2,1 can be viewed as an algebraic model of computation by acyclic circuits.
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Terminology and notation
– “Function” means partial function f : X → Y , with domain Dom(f) ⊆ X, and image Im(f) ⊆ Y .
Usually, the sets X and Y will be free monoids A∗, or Cantor spaces Aω, or their direct powers nA∗
or nAω. If Dom(f) = X, then f is called a total function on X.
– f |S, the restriction of a function f to a set S
– A∗, the free monoid freely generated by A, a.k.a. the set of all strings over the alphabet A
– ε, the empty string
– |x|, the length of the string x ∈ A∗
– x ≤pref y, x is a prefix of y (where x ∈ A
∗ and y ∈ A∗ ∪Aω)
– nA∗ = X
n
i=1
A∗, nAω = X
n
i=1
Aω, the n-fold cartesian products
– xi (∈ A
∗), the ith coordinate of x ∈ nA∗ (for 1 ≤ i ≤ n)
– maxlen(S) = max{|xi| : x ∈ S, i ∈ {1, . . . , n}}, for S ⊆ nA
∗.
2 Right ideals of nA∗
Let A be an alphabet (in this paper, an alphabet is any finite non-empty set); typically we use the
alphabets A1 = {a0} ⊂ A2 = {a0, a1} ⊆ Ak = {a0, a1, . . . , ak−1} for any k ≥ 2; so |Ak| = k. For x ∈ A
∗
the length of x is denoted by |x|. For x1, x2 ∈ A
∗ the concatenation is denoted by x1x2 or x1 · x2; it
has length |x1|+ |x2|. For two subsets S1, S2 ⊆ A
∗, we define the concatenation by S1 ·S2 = {x1 · x2 :
x1 ∈ S1 and x2 ∈ S2}. For x, p ∈ A
∗ we say that p is a prefix of x iff x = pu for some u ∈ A∗; this
is denoted by p ≤pref x. Two strings x, y ∈ A
∗ are called prefix-comparable (denoted by x ‖pref y ) iff
x ≤pref y or y ≤pref x. A prefix code (a.k.a. a prefix-free set) is any subset P ⊂ A
∗ such that for all
p1, p2 ∈ P : p1 ‖pref p2 implies p1 = p2; so a prefix code is the same thing as a <pref-antichain.
For n ≥ 1, nA∗ denotes the n-fold direct product X
n
i=1
A∗, with coordinate-wise concatenation
as multiplication. The identity element of nA∗ is (ε)n, i.e., the n-tuple consisting of n copies of the
empty string ε. We also consider the n-fold cartesian product nAω = X
n
i=1
Aω ; this is the n-dimensional
Cantor space. For a string x ∈ Aℓ (with ℓ ∈ N), we call ℓ the length of x; we denote the length of x by
|x|. For a non-empty finite set S ⊆ nA∗ we consider the maximum length in S, denoted by maxlen(S),
and defined by: maxlen(S) = max{|xi| : x ∈ S, i ∈ {1, . . . , n}}, where xi ∈ A
∗ is the ith coordinate
of x ∈ nA∗. In the case of a singleton {u} we also write maxlen(u) for maxlen({u}).
The initial factor order is defined for u, v ∈ nA∗ by u ≤init v iff there exists x ∈ nA
∗ such that
ux = v. Hence, u ≤init v in nA
∗ iff ui ≤pref vi in A
∗ for all i = 1, . . . , n. The partial order ≤init on
nA∗ is a generalization of the prefix order ≤pref on A
∗; we chose a different name than “prefix order”
because for n ≥ 2, ≤init has very different properties than ≤pref (as we shall see when we consider
initial factor codes and joinless codes). Note that ≤init is the same as ≥R, i.e., it is the reverse of the
R-order in the monoid nA∗. An initial factor code is, by definition, a <init-antichain (i.e., a set of
elements of nA∗ no two of which are <init-related).
Lemma 2.1 (folklore). For all strings p, q ∈ A∗ with p 6= q, there exists u ∈ Aω such that pu 6= qu.
Proof. In case p and q are not prefix-comparable, p and q have a longest common prefix z ∈ A∗ such
that |z| < |p| and |z| < |q|. So p = zax and q = zby for some a, b ∈ A with a 6= b, and x, y ∈ A∗. It
follows that for all u ∈ Aω, pu = zaxu 6= zbyu = qu.
The remaining case is p <pref q (the case q <pref p is similar). Then p = qz for some z ∈ A
∗ with
z 6= ε. Let y ∈ A∗ be such that y 6= z and |y| = |z|. Then for u = yω we have pu 6= qu. ✷
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The join of u, v ∈ nA∗ (with respect to the partial order ≤init) is by definition
u ∨ v = min≤init{z ∈ nA
∗ : u ≤init z and v ≤init z}.
Of course, u ∨ v might not exist. The following was proved in [10, Lemma 2.5]:
Lemma 2.2 (existence of joins). For any u, v ∈ nA∗:
The join u ∨ v exists iff ui ‖pref vi for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
If u ∨ v exists then (u ∨ v)i = ui if vi ≤pref ui; and (u ∨ v)i = vi if ui ≤pref vi. So the join is
unique when it exists. ✷
Lemma 2.2 immediately implies:
Corollary 2.3 For all u, v ∈ nA∗: If u ∨ v exists, and if maxlen(u) ≤ |vi| for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n},
then u ∨ v = v, hence u ≤init v. ✷
Lemma 2.4 For all x, x′ ∈ nA∗: x ∨ x′ exists iff there are u, u′ ∈ nAω such that xu = x′u′.
Proof. Note that here, u and u′ are in nAω, not in nA∗.
The left-to-right implication is immediate from the definition of the join. Conversely, suppose
w = xu = x′u′ ∈ nAω. Then for every i ∈ {1, . . . , n}: xi, x
′
i ∈ A
∗ are prefixes of wi ∈ A
ω. Hence xi
and x′i are prefix-comparable. Therefore, by Lemma 2.2, x ∨ x
′ exists. ✷
Lemma 2.5 For every y, z ∈ nA∗ with y 6= z, there exists v ∈ nA∗ such that yv ∨ z does not exist,
or y ∨ zv does not exist.
Proof. If y ∨ z does not exist then the Lemma holds with v = (ε)n. If y ∨ z exists and y 6= z, then
Lemma 2.2 implies that yi = zias >pref zi, or zi = yias >pref yi, for some i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, a ∈ A,
and s ∈ A∗. Consider the first case (the other one being similar). In that case, for any b ∈ Ar {a}:
yib is not prefix-comparable with zi = yias. Hence (by Lemma 2.2): y · v ∨ z does not exist, where
v = (ε)i−1 × (b)× (ε)n−i. ✷
By definition, an initial factor code is a set S ⊆ nA∗ such that no two different elements of S are
<init-comparable. A maximal initial factor code is an initial factor code S that is not a strict subset
of any other initial factor code of nA∗.
A joinless code in nA∗ is a subseteq S such that no two different elements have a join. A maximal
joinless code in nA∗ is a joinless code C ⊆ nA∗ such that C is not a strict subset of any other
joinless code in nA∗. In the geometric interpretation of nA∗, a maximal joinless code is a tiling of the
hypercube [0, 1]n (see [10] for examples and more information on these definitions).
In this paper we only consider finite joinless codes and initial factor codes.
Definition 2.6 (maximal joinless code within a set). Let u ∈ nA∗. A joinless code C ⊆ nA∗ is
maximal in u ·nA∗ iff C ⊆ u ·nA∗, and C is not a strict subset of any other joinless code in u ·nA∗.
Then we also say that C is a tiling of u.
Geometrically, a joinless code C is maximal in u·nA∗ iff C is a tiling of the hyperrectangle represented
by u. This is the case iff C = u ·Q for some maximal joinless code Q ⊆ nA∗.
A right ideal of nA∗ is defined as in any semigroup: R ⊆ nA∗ is a right ideal iff R · nA∗ ⊆ R. A
generating set of a right ideal R is a subset C ⊆ R such that R = C · nA∗.
For every right ideal R there exists a unique maximal initial-factor code that generates R [10,
Lemma 2.7].
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Definition 2.7 (join of sets). For any sets X,Y ⊆ nA∗, the join is defined by
X ∨ Y = {x ∨ y ∈ nA∗ : x ∈ X, y ∈ Y }
See [10, Prop. 2.18].
For all X ⊆ nA∗: X ⊆ X ∨X. If X is joinless then X = X ∨X; but in general, X = X ∨X does
not imply that X is joinless (a counter-example is X = {a0, a0a0} with n = 1 and A = {a0, a1}).
Lemma 2.8 (associativity of join). For all u, v, w ∈ nA∗, statements (1) - (4) are equivalent:
(1) u ∨ (v ∨w) exists;
(2) (u ∨ v) ∨ w exists;
(3) for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n} : the three strings ui, vi, and wi are prefix-comparable two-by-two;
(4) there exists a common upper-bound for u, v, w with respect to ≤init.
Moreover:
(a) If (1) holds then u ∨ (v ∨ w) = (u ∨ v) ∨ w ; the common value is denoted by u ∨ v ∨ w.
And for all i : (u ∨ v ∨w)i = ui ∨pref vi ∨pref wi.
(b) For all sets X,Y,Z ⊆ nA∗: X ∨ (Y ∨ Z) = (X ∨ Y ) ∨ Z.
Proof. (1) - (4) and (a) are straightforward consequences of Lemma 2.2.
(b) Note that the join of sets always exists (it may be the empty set). By definition of the
join of sets, (X ∨ Y ) ∨ Z = {(x ∨ y) ∨ z : x ∈ X, y ∈ Y, z ∈ Z}. By item (a), this is equal to
{x ∨ (y ∨ z) : x ∈ X, y ∈ Y, z ∈ Z} = X ∨ (Y ∨ Z). ✷
Lemma 2.9 (distributivity of ∨ over ∪). For all sets X,Y,Z ⊆ nA∗ :
X ∨ (Y ∪ Z) = (X ∨ Y ) ∪ (X ∨ Z), and (X ∪ Y ) ∨ Z = (X ∨ Z) ∪ (Y ∨ Z).
Proof. By definition of the join of sets, X ∨ (Y ∪Z) = {x∨u : x ∈ X, u ∈ Y ∪Z}. By the definition
of ∪ this is equal to {x ∨ u : x ∈ X, u ∈ Y } ∪ {x ∨ u : x ∈ X, u ∈ Z} = (X ∨ Y ) ∪ (X ∨ Z).
Right distributivity is proved in a similar way. ✷
The main importance of the set join is its connection with the intersection of right ideals:
Lemma 2.10 (∨ of sets, and ∩ of ideals). For any sets X,Y ⊆ nA∗:
(1) X · nA∗ ∩ Y · nA∗ = (X ∨ Y ) · nA∗, and
X · nAω ∩ Y · nAω = (X ∨ Y ) · nAω.
(2) If X and Y are finite then X · nA∗ ∩ Y · nA∗ is finitely generated (as a right ideal).
(3) If X and Y are joinless codes then X · nA∗ ∩ Y · nA∗ is joinless generated (by the joinless code
X ∨ Y ).
Proof. For (1) in nA∗, see the proof of [10, Prop. 2.18(3)]. (Note that [10, Prop. 2.18(3)] assumes
that X and Y are joinless; but the proof actually does not depend on that.)
Let us prove (1) for nAω. For all w ∈ X · nAω ∩ Y · nAω: w has an initial factor x ∈ X and an
initial factor y ∈ Y . Then x∨ y is also an initial factor of w (by Lemma 2.2). So, w ∈ (X ∨ Y ) · nAω.
Conversely, if w ∈ (X ∨ Y ) · nAω, then w has an initial factor x ∨ y ∈ X ∨ Y . Since x and y are
initial factors of x ∨ y, it follows that w has an initial factor in X and an initial factor in Y ; hence
w ∈ X · nA∗ ∩ Y · nA∗.
(2) is an immediate consequence of (1) and the definition of X ∨ Y .
(3) is proved in [10, Prop. 2.18(1)]. ✷
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Lemma 2.11 For all finite joinless codes P,Q ⊆ nA∗ the following are equivalent:
(1) P ∨Q = ∅ ;
(2) P · nA∗ ∩ Q · nA∗ = ∅ ;
(3) P · nAω ∩ Q · nAω = ∅ .
Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 2.10. ✷
It is easy to prove that for all P,Q ⊆ nA∗: P ·nA∗ = Q ·nA∗ implies P ·nAω = Q ·nAω. However,
the converse does not hold. E.g., for n = 1, A = {a0, a1}, P = {a0, a1}, and Q = {ε}, we have
PAω = QAω = Aω, but PA∗ 6= QA∗. The following Definition and Lemma characterize when a pair
of finite sets P,Q ⊆ nA∗ satisfies P · nAω = Q · nAω.
Definition 2.12 (equivalences ≡fin and ≡bd). Let P,Q ⊆ nA
∗ be any sets.
(1) The relation ≡fin between sets is defined by
P ≡fin Q iff P · nA
∗
△ Q · nA∗ is finite,
where △ denotes symmetric difference.
(2) The relation ≡bd between sets is defined by
P ≡bd Q iff P · nA
ω = Q · nAω.
In this paper we will use these equivalences only between finite sets.
The relations ≡bd and ≡end (defined below) were introduced in [9]; the subscript bd stands for
bounded end-equivalence, and the subscript end stands for end-equivalence.
Lemma 2.13 (≡fin and nA
ω). For any finite sets P,Q ⊆ nA∗ the following are equivalent:
(1) P ≡fin Q;
(2) P ≡bd Q;
(3) both (∀p ∈ P )(∀z ∈ nA∗)(∃q ∈ Q)[ pz ∨ q exists ] and
(∀q ∈ Q)(∀z ∈ nA∗)(∃p ∈ P )[ p ∨ qz exists ] hold.
Proof. [(1) ⇒ (2)] If P · nA∗ △ Q · nA∗ is finite, let n0 = maxlen(P · nA
∗
△ Q · nA∗). Then for
z ∈ P ·nA∗ with maxlen(z) > n0: z ∈ Q·nA
∗. Indeed, if we had z 6∈ Q·nA∗, then z ∈ P ·nA∗ △ Q·nA∗;
but since maxlen(z) > n0, this would contradict the definition of n0. Similarly, if z ∈ Q · nA
∗ and
maxlen(z) > n0, then z ∈ P · nA
∗. Thus for all z ∈ nA∗ with maxlen(z) > n0: z ∈ P · nA
∗ iff
z ∈ Q · nA∗; in other words, P · nA∗ ∩ nA≥n0 = Q · nA∗ ∩ nA≥n0 . Item (2) then follows.
[(2)⇒ (3)] Since P ·nAω ⊆ Q ·nAω, every pz ∈ P · nA∗ is an initial factor of some qw with q ∈ Q
and w ∈ nAω. Therefore every pizi is prefix-comparable with qi, for all i. By [10, Lemma 2.5], this
implies that pz ∨ q exists.
From Q · nAω ⊆ P · nAω we derive the second clause.
[(3) ⇒ (1)] Let n0 = maxlen(P ∨ Q), which exists since P and Q are finite. If pz ∈ P · nA
∗ is
such that maxlen(pz) > n0, then pz ∈ (P ∨Q) · nA
∗ (= P · nA∗ ∩ Q · nA∗, by Lemma 2.10). Indeed,
pz ∈ P ·nA∗, and by assumption, pz ∨ q exists for some q ∈ Q; so pizi ‖pref qi. Since maxlen(pz) > n0,
it follows that pizi >pref qi, for all i. Hence pz ≥init q. So pz ∈ P · nA
∗ ∩ Q · nA∗. Therefore, if
maxlen(pz) > n0 then pz 6∈ P ·nA
∗
△ Q ·nA∗. So, by contraposition, if pz ∈ P ·nA∗ △ Q ·nA∗, then
maxlen(pz) ≤ n0.
Similarly one proves for qz ∈ Q · nA∗: if qz ∈ P · nA∗ △ Q · nA∗, then maxlen(qz) ≤ n0.
This implies that P · nA∗ △ Q · nA∗ is finite. ✷
Lemma 2.14 The relation ≡fin on finite sets is transitive.
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Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 2.13(1)(2). ✷
Definition 2.15 (end-equivalence). We define the following relation between sets P,Q ⊆ nA∗:
P ≡end Q iff (∀x ∈ nA
∗) [P · nA∗ ∩ x · nA∗ = ∅ ⇔ Q · nA∗ ∩ x · nA∗ = ∅ ].
In other words, P ≡end Q iff P · nA
∗ and Q · nA∗ intersect the same right ideals of nA∗.
Remarks on the topology of nAω: The topology of the n-dimensional Cantor space nAω is
determined by {L · nAω : L ⊆ A∗}, as the set of open sets. The closure of a set S ⊂ nAω is denoted
by cl(S), and the interior by in(S). The following is not hard to prove. For all P · nAω and Q · nAω,
where P,Q ⊂ nA∗:
cl(P · nAω) = cl(Q · nAω) iff P ≡end Q.
See [9], where this was considered for A∗. It is easy to prove that
(∀x ∈ nA∗) [P · nAω ∩ x · nAω = ∅ ⇔ Q · nAω ∩ x · nAω = ∅ ]
iff (∀x ∈ nA∗) [P · nA∗ ∩ x · nA∗ = ∅ ⇔ Q · nA∗ ∩ x · nA∗ = ∅ ].
When P and Q are finite then by Lemmas 2.13 and 2.16:
P ≡fin Q iff P · nA
ω = Q · nAω iff P ≡end Q.
In [9] it was proved in the case of n = 1, that for infinite sets the relations ≡fin, ≡bd, and ≡end are
different. [End, Remark.]
Lemma 2.16 For every finite sets P,Q ⊆ nA∗: P ≡fin Q iff P ≡end Q .
Proof. We use the fact that P ≡fin Q iff P · nA
ω = Q · nAω (Lemma 2.13).
[⇒] Suppose P ·nAω = Q ·nAω . If P ·nA∗ ∩ x ·nA∗ 6= ∅, then P ·nAω ∩ x ·nAω 6= ∅, so xw ∈ P ·nAω
for some w ∈ nAω. Hence xw ∈ Q · nAω (= P · nAω). Therefore, x is an initial factor of some string
qu for some q ∈ Q and u ∈ nA∗. Hence Q · nA∗ ∩ x · nA∗ = ∅.
[⇐] Suppose P · nA∗ ∩ x · nA∗ = ∅ ⇔ Q · nA∗ ∩ x · nA∗ = ∅. Note that this means that in the
n-dimensional Cantor space topology, cl(P · nAω) = cl(Q · nAω), where cl(.) denotes closure. When P
is finite then P ·nAω is closed in the n-dimensional Cantor space topology, i.e., cl(P ·nAω) = P ·nAω.
Similarly, Q · nAω is closed. Hence, P · nAω = Q · nAω. ✷
Lemma 2.17 For every finite joinless code P ⊆ nA∗ the following are equivalent:
(1) P is maximal (as a joinless code);
(2) P · nAω = nAω ;
(3) P ≡fin {ε}
n .
Proof. The equivalence of the last two statements follows immediately from Lemma 2.13(1)(2). For
the equivalence (1)⇔ (2), we will prove the contrapositive: P · nAω 6= nAω iff P is a not maximal.
[⇐] By definition of maximality of a joinless code, P is not maximal iff there exist q ∈ nA∗ such that
P ∪ {q} is joinless. This holds iff q · nAω ∩ P · nAω = ∅, which implies P · nAω 6= nAω.
[⇒] If P · nAω 6= nAω then there exists w ∈ nAω r P · nAω. Let q ∈ nA∗ be any initial factor of w
such that |qi| ≥ maxlen(P ) for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Since P is finite, maxlen(P ) exists, and since every
coordinate of w is infinitely long, q exists.
If, by contradiction, q has a join with some p ∈ P then (by Coroll. 2.3), q ∨ p = q, so p ≤init q.
This implies that w ∈ p · nAω, contrary to the assumption that w ∈ nAω r P · nAω. Hence, since q
has no join with any element of P , P is not maximal. ✷
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Lemma 2.18 For any finite sets P,Q ⊆ nA∗: If P ≡fin Q then P ≡fin Q ≡fin P ∨Q.
Proof. In this proof let us abbreviate P · nA∗ by PA, and Q · nA
∗ by QA. Let us show that
PA △ (P ∨Q) · nA
∗ is finite. By Lemma 2.7(1), PA △ (P ∨Q) · nA
∗ = PA △ (PA ∩QA).
And PA △ (PA ∩QA) = (PA ∩ PA ∩QA ) ∪ (PA ∩ PA ∩QA) = PA ∩ (PA ∪QA ) = PA ∩QA =
PA rQA ⊆ PA △ QA, which is finite.
In a similar way one proves that Q △ (PA ∩QA) is finite. ✷
Lemma 2.19 For any finite set S ⊆ nA∗ and any ℓ ≥ 0 : S ≡fin S ∨ nA
ℓ.
Proof. By Lemma 2.10, S nA∗ △ (S∨nAℓ)·nA∗ = S nA∗ △ (S nA∗ ∩ nA≥ℓ). Since S nA∗ ∩nA≥ℓ ⊆
S nA∗, the latter symmetric difference is equal to S nA∗ r (S nA∗ ∩ nA≥ℓ), which is equal to
{x ∈ S nA∗ : |xi| < ℓ for i = 1, . . . , n}. This set is finite. ✷
Lemma 2.20 For any ℓ ≥ 0 : If S, T ⊆ nAℓ and S ≡fin T , then S = T .
Proof. Since S ⊆ nAℓ, init(S nAω) ∩ nAℓ = S, where init(S nAω) (⊆ nA∗) is the set of initial factors
of the elements of S nAω. Similarly, init(T nAω) ∩ nAℓ = T . Since S ≡fin T , we have S nA
ω = T nAω,
by Lemma 2.13. Hence, S = T . ✷
Lemma 2.21 For any finite sets P,Q ⊆ nA∗ and any ℓ ≥ maxlen(P ∪Q) :
P ≡fin Q iff P ∨ nA
ℓ = Q ∨ nAℓ.
Proof. [⇐] By Lemma 2.19, P ≡fin P ∨ nA
ℓ = Q ∨ nAℓ ≡fin Q.
[⇒] Suppose P ≡fin Q, hence by Lemma 2.19, P ∨ nA
ℓ ≡fin Q ∨ nA
ℓ. In addition, ℓ ≥ maxlen(P ∪Q)
implies that P ∨ nAℓ, Q ∨ nAℓ ⊆ nAℓ. Now, Lemma 2.20 implies that P ∨ nAℓ = Q ∨ nAℓ. ✷
Lemma 2.22 (one-step restriction and extension). Let P ⊆ nA∗ be a finite set. For any
p = (p1, . . . , pn) ∈ P and i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, let
Pp,i = (P r {p}) ∪ {(p1, . . . , pi−1, pia, pi+1, . . . , pn) : a ∈ A}
= (P r {p}) ∪ p · ({ε}i−1×A×{ε}n−i).
Then we have:
(1) P is joinless iff Pp,i is joinless.
(2) P ≡fin Pp,i.
(3) P is a maximal joinless code iff Pp,i is a maximal joinless code.
The set Pp,i is called a one-step restriction of P (“restriction” because Pp,i · (nA
∗) ⊆ P · (nA∗)); and
P is called a one-step extension of Pp,i.
Proof. (1) This is proved in [10, Lemma 2.11(1)].
(2) Either P · nA∗ = Pp,i · nA
∗; or P · nA∗ r Pp,i · nA
∗ = {p}, and Pp,i · nA
∗ ⊆ P · nA∗. Hence,
P · nA∗ △ Pp,i · nA
∗ is either empty or {p}, so it is finite.
(3) This is proved in [10, Lemma 2.11(2)]; by Lemma 2.17(3) it also follows from item (2) of the
present Lemma. ✷
Remark. Lemma 2.22(1) applies to joinless codes, but it does not hold in a similar way for initial
factor codes. For example, consider the initial factor code P = {(ε, a0), (a0, ε)} in 2 {a0, a1}
∗. Then
for p = (a0, ε) and i = 2 we obtain P
′
p,i = {(ε, a0), (0,a0), (a0, a1)}, which is not an initial factor code.
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Lemma 2.23 (1) If a set P ⊂ nA∗ is obtained from {ε}n by a finite sequence of one-step restrictions,
then P is a finite maximal joinless code.
The converse is true for n ≤ 2. However, for every n ≥ 3 there exists a finite maximal joinless
code in nA∗ that cannot be obtained from {ε}n by a finite sequence of one-step restrictions.
(2) If P ⊂ mA∗ and Q ⊂ nA∗ are finite maximal joinless codes that can be obtained from {ε}m,
respectively {ε}n, by one-step restrictions, then P ×Q ⊂ (m+ n)A∗ is a finite maximal joinless code
that can be obtained from {ε}m+n by one-step restrictions.
Proof. (1) Every one-step restriction preserves joinlessness and maximality (by Lemma 2.22(1)(3)).
The converse for n = 1 is folklore. For n = 2 it was first proved in [22, Thm. 12.11], in a different
formulation; in the case of A = {a0, a1} a different proof is given in [10, Lemma 2.10(2)]. For n ≥ 3,
a counter-example to the converse appears in [22, Ex. 12.8].
(2) This follows from the fact that a one-step reduction is applied to one coordinate, independently
of the other coordinates. Let us denote existence of a sequence of one-step reductions from a set X to
a set Y by X
∗
→ Y . Then {ε}m+n
∗
→ P × {ε}n
∗
→ P ×Q. ✷
Lemma 2.24 For any finite set S ⊆ nA∗ and for any integer ℓ ≥ maxlen(S) : S ∨ nAℓ can be
reached from S by a finite sequence of one-step restrictions.
Proof. We have
S ∨ nAℓ =
(⋃
s∈S{s}
)
∨ nAℓ =
⋃
s∈S({s} ∨ nA
ℓ),
the latter by distributivity (Lemma 2.9). So it suffices now to show that {s} ∨ nAℓ is reached from
{s} by one-step restrictions. We prove this by induction on N(s) = nℓ −
∑n
i=1 |si|.
If N(s) = 0 then ℓ = maxlen(S) and all the coordinates of s have length ℓ, so s ∈ nAℓ, hence
{s} ∨ nAℓ = {s}. Of course, {s} is reachable from {s} (in 0 steps).
If N(s) > 0, then |si| < ℓ for some i. Applying a one-step restriction to s at such a coordinate i
yields {(s1, . . . , si−1, sia, si+1, . . . , sn) : a ∈ A}. For each s
(a) = (s1, . . . , si−1, sia, si+1, . . . , sn) we have
|(s1, . . . , si−1, sia, si+1, . . . , sn)i| = |si|+1 ≤ ℓ, and N(s
(a)) = N(s)− 1 < N(s). So by induction, from
each (s1, . . . , si−1, sia, si+1, . . . , sn) one can reach {(s1, . . . , si−1, sia, si+1, . . . , sn)} ∨ nA
ℓ by one-step
restrictions. Hence, {(s1, . . . , si−1, sia, si+1, . . . , sn) : a ∈ A} ∨ nA
ℓ can be reached from s by one-step
restrictions. Moreover,
{(s1, . . . , si−1, sia, si+1, . . . , sn) : a ∈ A} ∨ nA
ℓ = {s} ∨ nAℓ.
Indeed, if |sia| ≤ ℓ and maxlen(s) ≤ ℓ then
s · nA∗ ∩ nAℓ = {(s1, . . . , si−1, sia, si+1, . . . , sn) : a ∈ A} · nA
∗ ∩ nAℓ
= {z ∈ nAℓ : z ≥init s}.
Now we apply Lemma 2.10(1) to express ∩ in terms of ∨. ✷
Lemma 2.25 Let P,Q ⊆ nA∗ be any finite sets, and let ℓ = maxlen(P ∪Q). Then the following are
equivalent:
(1) P ≡fin Q (Def. 2.12);
(2) P ∨Q ∨ nAℓ can be reached from P (and from Q) by finite sequences of one-step restrictions;
(3) P and Q can be reached from one another by finite sequences of one-step restrictions and one-step
extensions (note that both restriction- and extension-steps are allowed here).
Proof. [(2)⇒ (3)] This is straightforward.
[(3)⇒ (1)] This follows immediately from Lemma 2.22(2).
[(1)⇒ (2)] It is straightforward to prove that maxlen(P ∪Q) = maxlen(P ∨Q).
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From Lemma 2.24 it follows that from P one can reach P ∨nAℓ; and from Q one can reach Q∨nAℓ
by one-step restrictions. By Lemma 2.21, P ∨ nAℓ = Q ∨ nAℓ, and hence P ∨ nAℓ = P ∨Q ∨ nAℓ =
Q ∨ nAℓ. Thus, from P one can reach P ∨Q ∨ nAℓ = P ∨ nAℓ. ✷
Remark about Lemma 2.25(3): Compare this with the converse in Lemma 2.23(1).
Definition 2.26 (completion of a joinless code). For a joinless code Q ⊆ nA, a completion of
Q is any maximal joinless code C ⊆ nA such that Q ⊆ C.
Lemma 2.27 (existence of a completion). For every finite joinless code Q ⊆ nA∗ with |A| ≥ 2,
there exists a finite completion C(Q) of Q in nA∗ such that maxlen(C(Q)) = maxlen(Q).
Proof. Letting ℓ = maxlen(Q), we pick
C(Q) = Q ∪ {u ∈ nAℓ : u 6∈ Q ∨ nAℓ } .
Let us check that C(Q) has all the required properties.
It follows immediately from the formula for C(Q) that Q ⊆ C(Q) and maxlen(C(Q)) = maxlen(Q).
The joinless code Q is an essential extension of the joinless code Q∨ nAℓ ; i.e., (Q∨ nAℓ) ·nAℓ ⊆
Q ·nAℓ and Q ≡fin Q∨nA
ℓ . Since ℓ = maxlen(Q), we have for all u ∈ Aℓ: u ∈ Q∨nAℓ iff u ≤init q
for some q ∈ Q. The fact that C(Q) is a maximal joinless code in nA∗ is now straightforward to verify
directly, but is most easily seen from the geometric representation: Every element u = (u1, . . . , un) ∈
nAℓ represents a hypercube of side-length ℓ; the hypercube represented by u is Xni=1[0.ui, 0.ui+α
−ℓ[
(⊆ [0, 1]n); here, 0.ui denotes a rational number in base-α representation, where α = |A|. So nA
ℓ
represents the set of all hypercubes of side-length ℓ. The hypercubes in Q∨nAℓ tile the part of [0, 1]n
that is tiled by Q. And the hypercubes in {u ∈ nAℓ : u 6∈ Q ∨ nAℓ} tile the complement of what is
tiled by Q in [0, 1]n. Hence Q ∪ {u ∈ nAℓ : u 6∈ Q ∨ nAℓ} is a tiling of [0, 1]n. ✷
Remark. The finite completion of a non-maximal finite joinless code is not unique.
E.g., Q = {(a1, a1)} ⊆ 2A
∗
2 has the completions C(Q) = 2A2, as well as Q ∪ {(ε, a0), (a0, a1)},
Q ∪ {((a0, ε), (a1, a0)}, and infinitely many others.
Definition 2.28 (complementary joinless codes). Let Q ⊆ nA∗ be a joinless code. A comple-
mentary joinless code of Q is any joinless code Q′ ⊆ nA∗ such that:
(1) Q ∪Q′ is a maximal joinless code (i.e., Q ∪Q′ is a completion of Q);
(2) Q · nA∗ ∩ Q′ · nA∗ = ∅.
Note that (2) is equivalent to Q ∨Q′ = ∅.
Def. 2.28 is a generalization of complementary prefix codes in A∗, defined in [3, Def. 5.2] and [7,
Def. 3.29].
Lemma 2.29 Let Q,Q′ ⊆ nA∗ be finite joinless codes. Then Q and Q′ are complementary joinless
codes of each other iff Q · nAω and Q′ · nAω are complements as sets in nAω.
Proof. By Lemma 2.17(2), Q ∪Q′ is a maximal joinless code iff (Q ∪Q′) · nAω = nAω . Moreover,
Q · nA∗ ∩ Q′ · nA∗ = ∅ is equivalent to Q · nAω ∩ C ′ · nAω = ∅ (by Lemma 2.11). ✷
Corollary 2.30 (existence of complementary joinless codes).
Let Q ⊆ nA∗ be any finite joinless code, and let C(Q) be any finite completion of Q. Then Q has a finite
complementary joinless code Q′ such that Q′ = C(Q)rQ . Moreover, maxlen(Q′) = maxlen(Q) .
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Proof. This follows immediately from 2.27. ✷
It is easy to see that a complementary finite joinless code of a finite joinless code is not unique.
Geometric meaning of complementary joinless codes: When a joinless code Q represents a set of
hyperrectangles in [0, 1]n, Q′ represents a set of hyperrectangles that tile the complement of the space
tiled by Q. Intuitively it is clear that a complementary joinless code code exists.
Lemma 2.31 Let P,P ′ ⊆ nA∗ be any finite joinless codes such that P and P ′ are complementary.
If Q,Q′ ⊆ nA∗ are any finite joinless codes such that P ≡fin Q and P
′ ≡fin Q
′, then Q and Q′ are also
complementary.
Proof. Since P ≡fin Q and P
′ ≡fin Q
′, we have by Lemma 2.13(1)(2): P · nAω = Q · nAω and
P ′ · nAω = Q′ · nAω.
Hence, Q · nAω ∩ Q′ · nAω = P · nAω ∩ P ′ · nAω = ∅. Hence, by Lemma 2.11, we also have
Q · nA∗ ∩ Q′ · nA∗ = ∅. Since Q and Q′ are joinless, it follows that Q∪Q′ is joinless; indeed, if q ∨ q′
existed for some q ∈ Q and q′ ∈ Q′, then we would have q ∨ q′ ∈ Q · nA∗ ∩ Q′ · nA∗, contradicting
Q · nA∗ ∩ Q′ · nA∗ = ∅.
Moreover, (Q ∪Q′) · nAω = Q · nAω ∪ Q′ · nAω = P · nAω ∪ P ′ · nAω = nAω. Hence, by Lemma
2.17, Q ∪Q′ is maximal.
Thus we proved all the conditions for Q and Q′ to be complementary. ✷
Proposition 2.32 (finite sets are ≡fin-equivalent to joinless codes).
For every finite set S ⊆ nA∗ there exists a finite joinless code C ⊆ nA∗ such that:
(1) S ≡fin C and C ⊆ S · nA
∗ ;
(2) maxlen(C) = maxlen(S) ;
(3) C can be reached from S by a sequence of one-step restrictions;
(4) every element of S is tiled by a subset of C.
Geometrically, the Proposition says that for every set of hyperrectangles in [0, 1]n, the space covered
by these hyperrectangles can be tiled by a refinement of the given rectangles (in a tiling the tiles don’t
overlap). The smallest side-length of any hyperrectangle of C is the same in S. (3) means that C is
obtained from S by successive k-partitions along coordinate axes.
Proof. Letting ℓ = maxlen(S), we choose
C = S ∨ nAℓ .
This choice of C and the proof of its properties are very similar to the proof of Lemma 2.27.
We have C ⊆ nAℓ. Indeed, if s∨u exists (for s ∈ S and u ∈ nAℓ), then s ≤init u, because si ‖pref ui
implies si ≤pref ui when |ui| = ℓ = maxlen(S).
It follows from C ⊆ nAℓ that maxlen(C) = ℓ, and that C is joinless (being a subset of the joinless
code nAℓ).
For every s ∈ S there exists u ∈ nAℓ such that s ≤init u (such a u is obtained from s by lengthening
each si to a string of length ℓ); then u = s ∨ u. So s is the join of {u ∈ nA
ℓ : s ≤init u}, i.e., s is tiled
by these elements of C.
By Lemma 2.19, S ≡fin S ∨ nA
ℓ when ℓ = maxlen(S). By Lemma 2.24, S ∨ nAℓ can be reached
from S by a finite sequence of one-step restrictions. ✷
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3 Right-ideal morphisms of nA ∗k and the monoid nMk,1
A right-ideal morphism of nA∗ is any function f : nA∗ → nA∗ such that for all x ∈ Dom(f) and all
v ∈ nA∗: f(xv) = f(x) v. (Recall that “function” means partial function.) It follows that Dom(f)
and Im(f) are right ideals. More generally, if R is a right ideal then f(R) and f−1(R) are right ideals;
the proof is straightforward.
Let domC(f) and imC(f) be the initial-factor codes that generate Dom(f) and Im(f) respectively;
by [10, Lemma 2.7], these two initial-factor codes exist and are unique for a given right-ideal morphism
f . They are called the domain code and the image code respectively. We will use the notation
maxlen(f) = maxlen
(
domC(f) ∪ f(domC(f))
)
.
If f and g are right-ideal morphisms of nA∗ then the composite g ◦ f(.), also denoted by gf(.), is
also a right-ideal morphism. Indeed, for all x ∈ Dom(gf) and v ∈ nA∗: gf(xv) = g(f(x) v) = gf(x) v;
the latter equality holds wherever gf(x) is defined.
We use the notation f−1(S) = {x ∈ Dom(f) : f(x) ∈ S} for any set S and any function f .
Lemma 3.1 For every right-ideal morphism f of nA∗ :
f−1(imC(f)) ⊆ domC(f); hence
imC(f) ⊆ f(domC(f)).
It follows that if domC(f) is finite then imC(f) is finite.
Proof. If x ∈ f−1(imC(f)) then f(x) ∈ imC(f); so f(x) is defined, i.e., x ∈ Dom(f). Therefore
x = x0 v for some x0 ∈ domC(f), v ∈ nA
∗; hence f(x) = f(x0) v. Since f(x) ∈ imC(f), and
f(x0) ∈ Im(f), and since imC(f) is an initial-factor code, is follows that v = (ε)
n. Hence x = x0v =
x0 ∈ domC(f).
To obtain the second inclusion we apply f to f−1(imC(f)) ⊆ domC(f). This yields imC(f) ⊆
f(domC(f)) (since for any function f , f ◦ f−1(.) is the identity function on Im(f)). ✷
Example where the inclusions in Lemma 3.1 are strict: n = 1, A = {a0, a1}, domC(f) = A, f(a0) = a0,
f(a1) = a0a0, so imC(f) = {a0} 6= {a0, a0a0} = f(domC(f)). And f
−1(imC(f)) = f−1(a0) = {a0} 6=
{a0, a1} = domC(f).
Lemma 3.2 For every right-ideal morphism f : f(domC(f)) ≡fin imC(f) .
Proof. We have f(domC(f)) ·nA∗ ⊆ Im(f) = imC(f) ·nA∗. Also, imC(f) ⊆ f(domC(f)), by Lemma
3.1. Hence, f(domC(f)) · nA∗ = imC(f) · nA∗, so f(domC(f)) · nA∗ △ imC(f) · nA∗ = ∅, which is of
course finite. ✷
Lemma 3.3 For every right-ideal morphism f of nA∗ :
(1) If f(domC(f)) is joinless then domC(f) is joinless. The converse does not hold in general.
(2) If C ⊆ Im(f) is an initial-factor code then f−1(C) is an initial-factor code.
(3) If C ⊆ Im(f) is a joinless code then f−1(C) is joinless.
The converse does not hold in general: There exists a right-ideal morphism f of nA∗ such that
imC(f) is not joinless, but f−1(imC(f)) is joinless. Moreover, such an f can be chosen so that
domC(f) is finite and joinless, and f−1(imC(f)) = domC(f).)
(4) If domC(f) is finite, then for all y ∈ Im(f): f−1(y) is finite.
Proof. (1) By contradiction, if domC(f) is not joinless, then a∨b exists for some a, b ∈ domC(f) with
a 6= b. Then f(a)∨f(b) also exists. Indeed, if a∨b = au = bv for some u, v ∈ nA∗, then f(a)u = f(b) v.
Moreover, in that case, f(a) 6= f(b); indeed, if we had f(a) = f(b), then f(a)u = f(a) v would imply
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u = v (since nA∗ is cancellative), and then au = bu would imply a = b (contradiction the assumption
that a 6= b).
Counter-example for the converse: n = 1, A = {a0, a1}, domC(f) = A, and f(a0) = a0, f(a1) =
a0a0.
(2) By contradiction, if there are a, b ∈ f−1(C) with a <init b = au for some u ∈ nA
∗, then f(a), f(b) ∈
C ⊆ Im(f) satisfy f(b) = f(a)u. Since a 6= b, we have u 6= (ε)n, hence f(b) = f(a)u 6= f(a). This
implies f(a) <init f(b), contradicting the assumption that C is an initial-factor code.
(3) If there are a, b ∈ f−1(C) with a 6= b such that a∨b exists, then a∨b = au = bv for some u, v ∈ nA∗.
Moreover, u 6= v since a 6= b and since nA∗ is a cancellative monoid. Hence f(a), f(b) ∈ C ⊆ Im(f)
satisfy f(a ∨ b) = f(a)u = f(b) v; and f(a) 6= f(b) since u 6= v. This contradicts the assumption that
C is joinless.
Counter-example for the converse: Let A = {a0, a1}, n = 2, and domC(f) = {(a0, a1), (a1, a0)},
which is joinless; let imC(f) = {(a0, ε), (ε, a0)}, which is not joinless; and let f(a0, a1) = (a0, ε),
f(a1, a0) = (ε, a0). Then imC(f) is an initial-factor code that is not joinless, but f
−1(imC(f)) =
domC(f) is joinless. The right ideal {(a0, ε), (ε, a0)}·2A
∗ is not joinless generated (since the generating
initial-factor code of a right ideal is unique, by [10, Lemma 2.7]).
(4) For any x ∈ f−1(y) we have f(x) = y, and x = pu for some p ∈ domC(f) and u ∈ nA∗. Hence
f(x) = f(p)u = y. It follows that there are only finitely many choices for x, since p ∈ domC(f) (which
is finite); and u is a final factor of y, and y ∈ nA∗ has only Πni=1(|yi|+ 1) final factors. ✷
Remark. There exists a right-ideal morphism f for which domC(f) (and hence imC(f)) is finite, but
neither domC(f) nor imC(f) is joinless.
For example, let n = 2, A = {a0, a1}, domC(f) = {(a0a0, a1), (a0, a1a1)}. Then we have:
(a0a0, a1) ∨ (a0, a1a1) = (a0a0, a1a1) = (a0a0, a1) · (ε, a1) = (a0, a1a1) · (a0, ε); so domC(f) is not
joinless. And f satisfies f(a0a0, a1a1) = f(a0a0, a1) · (ε, a1) = f(a0, a1a1) · (a0, ε). This puts
limitations on how f(a0a0, a1) and f(a0, a1a1) can be chosen (for the given domC(f)). E.g., we
can choose f(a0a0, a1) = (xa0, y) and f(a0, a1a1) = (x, ya1) for any x, y ∈ A
∗. In that case,
imC(f) = {(xa0, y), (x, ya1)}; and (xa0, y) ∨ (x, ya1) = (xa0, ya1) exists.
In [10] the string-based definition of the Brin-Thompson group used the inverse monoid
nRIfin = {f : f is a right ideal morphism of nA∗ such that f is injective,
and domC(f) and imC(f) are finite, maximal, joinless codes} .
There are a number of ways to generalize this:
Definition 3.4 (sets and monoids of right-ideal morphisms.)
For any n ≥ 1 and any alphabet A, we define the following sets of right-ideal morphisms of nA∗:
nRMfin0 = {f : f is a right-ideal morphism of nA
∗ such that domC(f) is finite};
nRMfin1 = {f : f is a right-ideal morphism of nA
∗ such that domC(f) is finite and joinless};
nRMfin2 = {f : f is a right-ideal morphism of nA
∗ such that both domC(f) and imC(f) are
finite and joinless};
nRMfinnorm = {f ∈ nRM
fin
2 : f(domC(f)) = imC(f)}.
Obviously, nRMfinnorm ⊆ nRM
fin
2 ⊆ nRM
fin
1 ⊆ nRM
fin
0 ; and it is not hard to prove that the
inclusions are strict. The elements of nRMfinnorm are called normal (see [6, Def. 5.6], [9, Def. 4.5A]).
For for every f ∈ nRMfin0 : f(domC(f)) is finite; hence by Lemma 3.1, imC(f) is finite.
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Every f ∈ nRMfin0 can be described by a unique finite table; this is the restriction f |P : P ։ Q
of f , where P = domC(f), and Q = f(domC(f)). Here P can be any finite initial-factor code (which
is joinless in case f ∈ nRMfin1 ). And Q (= f(P )) can be any finite subset of nA
∗ of size ≤ |P |.
Moreover, the right ideal Q · nA∗ is generated by the finite initial-factor code imC(f). By Lemma
3.1, imC(f) ⊆ Q; in general, imC(f) can be a strict subset of Q.
Proposition 3.5 Let f and g be right-ideal morphisms of nA∗. Then:
(1) domC(gf(.)) = domC(f) ∨ f−1(domC(g)).
(2) If domC(f) and domC(g) are joinless codes then domC(gf(.)) is joinless.
Proof. (1) We have: x ∈ Dom(gf(.)) iff gf(x) is defined. The latter holds iff x ∈ Dom(f) and f(x) ∈
Dom(g); hence, Dom(gf(.)) = Dom(f) ∩ f−1(Dom(g)). The generating initial factor code of Dom(f)
is domC(f); and by Lemma 3.3(2), the generating code of f−1(Dom(g)) is f−1(domC(g)). Therefore,
by Lemma 2.10 the generating code of Dom(f) ∩ f−1(Dom(g)) is domC(f) ∨ f−1(domC(g)). Since
the generating initial factor code of a right ideal is unique (by [10, Lemma 2.7]), we conclude that
domC(gf(.)) = domC(f) ∨ f−1(domC(g)).
(2) By Lemma 3.3(3), f−1(domC(g)) is joinless if domC(g) is joinless. By Lemma 2.10 the result
then follows. ✷
Proposition 3.6 (monoids). The sets nRMfin0 and nRM
fin
1 are monoids under composition.
Proof. We saw that if f, g are right-ideal morphisms then fg(.) is a right-ideal morphism. If domC(f)
and domC(g) are finite, then domC(gf) is finite, by Prop. 3.5(1) and Lemma 3.3(2). Hence nRMfin0
is a monoid.
If domC(f) and domC(g) are joinless codes then domC(gf) is also joinless, by Prop. 3.5(2). Hence
nRMfin1 is a monoid. ✷
Lemma 3.7 Let n ≥ 2 and A = {a0, a1}.
(1) There exist f ∈ nRMfin2 and a finite joinless code C ⊆ Dom(f) ⊆ nA
∗ such that f(C) · nA∗ is
not joinless generated.
(2) The set nRMfin2 is not closed under composition.
Proof. (1) Let f = {
(
(a0, a0), (ε, ε)
)
,
(
(a0, a1), (ε, a0)
)
,
(
(a1, a0), (a0, ε)
)
}. So domC(f) = {(a0, a0),
(a0, a1), (a1, a0)}, which is joinless. And f(domC(f)) = {(ε, ε), (ε, a0), (a0, ε)}; hence, imC(f) =
{(ε, ε)}, which is joinless.
Let C = {(a0, a1), (a1, a0)}, which is joinless. Then f(C) = {(ε, a0), (a0, ε)}, which is an initial-
factor code that is not joinless. Moreover, the right ideal {(ε, a0), (a0, ε)}·2A
∗ is not joinless generated,
since it is generated by {(ε, a0), (a0, ε)}, which (by Lemma [10, Lemma 2.7]) is the unique initial-factor
code that generates this right ideal.
(2) Let f1 = idC·2A∗ , i.e., the restriction of the identity function, where C is the joinless code above.
And let f2 = f , as defined in (1). Then f1, f2 ∈ 2RM
fin
2 . And domC(f2f1(.)) = C, which is joinless,
but f(domC(f2f1(.))) = imC(f2f1(.)) = f(C) = {(ε, a0), (a0, ε)}, which is not joinless. ✷
Lemma 3.8 For all n ≥ 1 and A with |A| ≥ 2, the set nRMfinnorm is not closed under composition.
Proof. Here is an example where n = 1 and A = {a0, a1}, taken from [9, Prop. 5.8]; this example
can easily be extended to examples with any n > 1 and any A with |A| > 2.
Consider f, g ∈ RMfin with domC(f) = A = domC(g), and f(a0) = a0, f(a1) = a1a0, g(a0) =
g(a1) = a0. Then f(domC(f)) = imC(f) = {a0, a1a0}, and g(domC(g)) = imC(g) = {a0}, hence f
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and g are normal. But domC(gf) = A, gf(a0) = a0, gf(a1) = a0a0, thus gf(domC(gf)) = {a0, a0a0}.
So gf(domC(gf)) is not a prefix code, hence gf is not normal. ✷
In [9, Lemma 5.1] it was proved that if f ∈ RMfin is injective then it is normal; in the next Lemma
we prove the same thing for nRMfin0 . Therefore, non-normal morphisms do not appear in the study
of the Brin-Thompson groups nV .
Lemma 3.9 If g is an injective right-ideal morphism of nA∗, then g is normal.
Proof. Let x ∈ domC(g). Then g(x) ∈ Im(g), so g(x) = uv for some u ∈ imC(g), v ∈ nA∗.
Let z ∈ Dom(g) be such that g(z) = u; then z = st for some s ∈ domC(g), t ∈ nA∗. Hence,
g(x) = uv = g(z) v = g(zv) = g(stv). Since g is injective, this implies that x = stv, hence s ≤init x.
But then s = x, since x and s belong to the initial-factor code domC(g). Therefore t = v = (ε)n. It
follows that g(x) = uv = u ∈ imC(g), so g(x) ∈ imC(g). Thus, g(domC(g)) ⊆ imC(g). ✷
Definition 3.10 (≡fin between morphisms). The relation ≡fin between right-ideal morphisms f
and g of nA∗ is defined as follows:
f ≡fin g iff domC(f) ≡fin domC(g) and f |Dom(f)∩Dom(g) = g|Dom(f)∩Dom(g).
Definition 3.11 Let f be any right-ideal morphism of nA∗. Then f can be extended to Aω as follows:
Dom(f |nAω) = domC(f) · nA
ω , and
f |nAω(pu) = f(p) u, for p ∈ domC(f) and u ∈ nA
ω.
Henceforth, f continues to denote the application of f to nA∗; the application of f to nAω is denoted
by f |nAω .
Lemma 3.12 (≡fin and nA
ω). For any right-ideal morphisms f and g of nA∗ with finite domain
codes we have:
f ≡fin g iff f |nAω = g|nAω .
Proof. Recall that by Lemma 2.13, domC(f) ≡fin domC(g) iff domC(f) · nA
ω = domC(g) · nAω.
By Def. 3.11, this is also equivalent to Dom(f |nAω) = Dom(g|nAω ).
[⇒] If f ≡fin g then, as we just saw, Dom(f |nAω) = Dom(g|nAω ). Hence for every w ∈ Dom(f |nAω)
we have: w ∈ domC(f) · nAω ∩ domC(g) · nAω = (domC(f) ∨ domC(g)) · nAω; so, w = zu for some
z ∈ domC(f) ∨ domC(g) and u ∈ nAω. Since, by definition, f ≡fin g implies f(x) = g(x) for all
x ∈ Dom(f) ∩ Dom(g), we conclude: f(z) = g(z). Hence, f(w) = g(w). Hence, f |nAω(w) = g|nAω (w).
[⇐] If f |nAω = g|nAω then they have the same domain, so by the above, domC(f) ≡fin domC(g). We
still have to show that for every x ∈ Dom(f) ∩ Dom(g): f(x) = g(x).
Since f |nAω = g|nAω we have for every x ∈ Dom(f) ∩ Dom(g) and every u ∈ nA
ω: f |nAω(xu) =
g|nAω(xu). Hence, by the definition of f |nAω and g|nAω : f |nAω(xu) = f(x)u = g(x)u = g|nAω(xu).
For a given x, this holds for all u ∈ nAω; hence, f(x) = g(x) (by Lemma 2.1). ✷
Lemma 3.13 The relation ≡fin on nRM
fin
0 is transitive.
Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 3.12. ✷
Lemma 3.14 For any right-ideal morphisms f, g of nA∗ with finite domain codes, f ≡fin g implies
imC(f) ≡fin imC(g).
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Proof. By Lemma 3.12, f ≡fin g implies domC(f) ·nA
ω = domC(g) ·nAω . Hence, f(domC(f) ·nAω)
= g(domC(g) ·nAω). Moreover, f(domC(f) ·nAω) = f(domC(f)) ·nAω (and similarly for g), since f
is a right-ideal morphism, and domC(f) ⊆ Dom(f). Hence, f(domC(f)) · nAω = g(domC(g)) · nAω,
so f(domC(f)) ≡fin g(domC(g)).
Hence by Lemma 3.2, imC(f) ≡fin f(domC(f)). ✷
Lemma 3.15 For all right-ideal morphisms k, h on nA∗ : (k ◦ h)|nAω = k|nAω ◦ h|nAω .
Proof. By Def. 3.11, Dom
(
(k h)|nAω
)
= Dom
(
k|nAω h|nAω
)
= domC(k h) ·nAω. And for all x = pu
with p ∈ domC(k h) and u ∈ nAω: (k h)|nAω(x) = k(h(p)) u = k|nAω
(
h(p)u
)
= k|nAω
(
h|nAω (pu)
)
.
✷
Lemma 3.16 The relation ≡fin on nRM
fin
0 is a congruence.
Proof. The relation ≡fin is obviously reflexive and symmetric, and by Lemma 3.13 it is transitive.
By Lemma 3.12, the congruence property is equivalent to the following sentence:
(∀f, g, h ∈ nRMfin0 ) [ f |nAω = g|nAω implies (hf)|nAω = (hg)|nAω and (fh)|nAω = (gh)|nAω ].
This, in turn, follows from Lemma 3.15. ✷
We can now define the monoid version nMk,1 of the Brin-Higman-Thompson group nGk,1:
Definition 3.17 (definition of nMk,1).
The monoid nMk,1 is the transformation monoid of the action of nRM
fin
1 on nA
ω
k , where Ak =
{a0, a1, . . . , ak−1}. In other words, nMk,1 = {f |nAω
k
: f ∈ nRMfin1 }.
Hence nMk,1 is isomorphic to nRM
fin
1 /≡fin .
The latter is the quotient monoid of the monoid nRMfin1 by the congruence ≡fin. The definition of
nMk,1 uses nRM
fin
1 , consisting of the right-ideal morphisms whose domain codes are finite and joinless,
but in Lemma 3.25 we will see that every f ∈ nRMfin0 is ≡fin-equivalent to some ϕ ∈ nRM
fin
norm; hence,
nMk,1 is the same if nRM
fin
0 , or if nRM
fin
2 , or nRM
fin
norm is used instead of nRM
fin
1 ; see Corollary
3.27.
Lemma 3.18 For every f ∈ nRMfin0 and every finite set P ⊆ Dom(f):
P ≡fin domC(f) implies f ≡fin f |P nA∗ .
Proof. Obviously, f and f |P nA∗ agree on Dom(f) ∩ Dom(f |P nA∗) = P nA
∗. This, together with
P ≡fin domC(f), implies the Lemma. ✷
Lemma 3.19 For all f, g ∈ nRMfin0 and ℓ ≥ max{maxlen(f),maxlen(g)} :
f ≡fin g iff f |nAℓ = g|nAℓ iff f |nA≥ℓ = g|nA≥ℓ .
Proof. The second equivalence holds because nAℓ ⊆ Dom(f) ∩ Dom(g), and f and g are right-ideal
morphisms. Let us prove the first equivalence.
We have: domC(f |nAℓ) = domC(f) ∨ nA
ℓ ≡fin domC(f) (the latter by Lemma 2.21). Moreover,
nAℓ ⊆ Dom(f) ∩ Dom(g); hence by Lemma 3.18, f ≡fin f |nAℓ. Thus, f |nAℓ = g|nAℓ implies f ≡fin g.
Conversely, f ≡fin g implies that f and g agree on Dom(f) ∩ Dom(g). This implies that that f
and g agree on nAℓ, since nAℓ ⊆ Dom(f) ∩ Dom(g). ✷
Lemma 3.20 For all f ∈ nRMfin0 , and all finite sets P,Q ⊆ Dom(f) :
P ≡fin Q implies f(P ) ≡fin f(Q).
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Proof. Since P,Q ⊆ Dom(f), we have f(P nAω) = f(P ) nAω and f(Q nAω) = f(Q) nAω. By
Lemma 2.13, P ≡fin Q implies P nA
ω = Q nAω, hence f(P ) nAω = f(Q) nAω. Hence f(P ) ≡fin f(Q)
(by Lemma 2.13). ✷
Lemma 3.21 Let h be any right-ideal homomorphism of nA∗ with finite domC(h). Let Q ⊆ Im(h)
be any finite set satisfying the following condition.
(⋆) For all q ∈ Q and all y ∈ h(domC(h)): if y ∨ q exists, then y ≤init q.
Then:
h−1(Q · nAω) = h−1(Q) · nAω.
Since y ≤init q iff y ∨ q = q, condition (⋆) is equivalent to: If y ∨ q exists, then y ∨ q = q.
Informally, condition (⋆) says that every element of Q is “longer” than all join-comparable elements
in the finite set h(domC(h)).
Proof. We have h−1(Q ·nAω) ⊆ Dom(h|nAω). Moreover, every element of Dom(h|nAω) is of the form
xu, with x ∈ domC(h) and u ∈ nAω.
[⊇] Consider pv ∈ h−1(Q) · nAω, for any p ∈ h−1(Q) and v ∈ nAω. Then h(pv) = h(p) v, since
p ∈ h−1(Q) ⊂ Dom(h). And h(p) v ∈ h(h−1(Q)) · nAω = Q · nAω. Hence, h(pv) ∈ Q · nAω, which is
equivalent to pv ∈ h−1(Q · nAω).
[⊆] Consider xu ∈ h−1(Q · nAω) ⊆ Dom(h|nAω), where x ∈ domC(h) and u ∈ nA
ω; then h(xu) ∈
Q · nAω. Since x ∈ Dom(h): h(xu) = h(x)u. And since h(x)u ∈ Q · nAω: h(x)u = qv for some
q ∈ Q and v ∈ nAω. By Lemma 2.4 the latter equality implies that h(x) ∨ q exists. Condition (⋆) in
the Lemma then implies: h(x) ≤init q = h(x) z, for some z ∈ nA
∗.
Hence, h(x)u = qv = h(x) z v. By left-cancellativity in nAω this implies u = zv. Therefore,
xu = xzv; moreover, xzv ∈ h−1(q) v, since we saw that q = h(x) z = h(xz) (and q = h(xz) is
equivalent to xz ∈ h−1(q)). Thus, xu = xzv ∈ h−1(q) v ⊆ h−1(Q) · nAω. ✷
Lemma 3.22 Let h be a right-ideal homomorphism of nA∗ with finite domC(h). Let P,Q ⊆ Im(h)
be any finite sets satisfying the following condition.
(⋆) For all r ∈ P ∪Q and all y ∈ h(domC(h)): if y ∨ r exists, then y ≤init r.
Then:
P ≡fin Q implies h
−1(P ) ≡fin h
−1(Q).
Proof. By Lemma 2.13, the conclusion is equivalent to: P ·nAω = Q ·nAω implies f−1(P ) ·nAω =
f−1(Q) · nAω. Obviously, P · nAω = Q · nAω implies h−1(P · nAω) = h−1(Q · nAω). By Lemma
3.21, h−1(P ) · nAω = h−1
(
P · nAω
)
, and h−1(Q) · nAω = h−1(Q · nAω). The result then follows
immediately. ✷
Remark: There exist f ∈ nRMfin0 and finite sets P,Q ⊆ Im(f) such that P ≡fin Q, but f
−1(P ) 6≡fin
f−1(Q). Hence, in Lemmas 3.22 and 3.21, condition (⋆) (or some other non-trivial assumption) is
needed.
Example: Let n = 1, A = {a0, a1}, domC(f) = A, and f(a0) = a0, f(a1) = a0a0. So imC(f) = {a0}
≡fin {a0, a0a0} = f(domC(f)). Moreover, f
−1(imC(f)) = f−1(a0) = {a0} 6≡fin A = domC(f) =
f−1(f(domC(f))) (in this example). So, letting P = imC(f) and Q = f(domC(f)), we have P ≡fin Q
but f−1(P ) 6≡fin f
−1(Q). ✷
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Definition 3.23 (one-step restriction or extension of a morphism). Let f ∈ nRMfin1 be any
right-ideal morphism with P = domC(f) a finite joinless code, let p ∈ P , let i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, and let
Pp,i be the one-step restriction of P at p and i (as in Lemma 2.22).
Then the restriction f |Pp,i is called a one-step restriction of f ; and f is called a one-step extension
of f |Pp,i.
A table for f |Pp,i is obtained from the table f |P : P ։ Q for f by replacing the entry (p, f(p)) by the
set of entries (p, f(p)) ·
(
{ε}i−1 ×A× {ε}n−i
)
.
Lemma 3.24 (closure under one-step restriction). If f ∈ nRMfin1 and f |R is reached from
f by a one-step restriction, then f |R ∈ nRM
fin
1 . Similarly, nRM
fin
2 and nRM
fin
norm are closed under
one-step restriction.
Proof. If f ∈ nRMfin1 : In a one-step restriction, the cardinality of the domain code is increased by
|A| − 1; so finiteness of the domain code is preserved. And by Lemma 2.22, joinlessness of the domain
code is preserved too.
If f ∈ nRMfin2 : Then in the table f |P : P ։ Q for f , imC(f) (⊆ Q) is joinless. Hence, either
imC(f) = imC(f |Pp,i), or in imC(f), some entry q ∈ Q is replaced by q ·
(
{ε}i−1 × A× {ε}n−i
)
; this
preserves joinlessness.
If f ∈ nRMfinnorm: Then in addition to the properties of nRM
fin
2 , f(domC(f)) = imC(f), i.e.,
Q = imC(f). Then in the one-step restriction, P is replaced by Pp,i, f comes f |R where R = Pp,i nA
∗,
and Q is replaced by imC(f |R); hence f |R(Pp,i) = imC(f |R). So f |R is normal. ✷
Lemma 3.25 For any right-ideal morphism h of nA∗:
(1) h−1(h(domC(h))) · nA∗ = Dom(h).
(2) h−1(h(domC(h))) ≡fin domC(h).
Proof. (1) [⊇] This follows trivially from the fact that domC(h) ⊆ h−1(h(domC(h))).
[⊆] For every x ∈ h−1(h(domC(h))) · nA∗ we have h(x) ∈ h(h−1(h(domC(h)))) = h(domC(h)) (since
h(domC(h)) ⊆ Im(h), and for any set S ⊆ Im(h): h(h−1(S) = S). So, h(x) is defined, hence
x ∈ Dom(h).
(2) Since Dom(h) = domC(h) · nA∗, item (1) implies h−1(h(domC(h))) · nA∗ △ domC(h) · nA∗ = ∅,
which is of course finite. ✷
Proposition 3.26 (≡fin-equivalence to normal).
For every f ∈ nRMfin0 (i.e. domC(f) is finite), there exists a restriction ϕ of f such that:
(1) f ≡fin ϕ;
(2) ϕ ∈ nRMfinnorm (i.e. domC(ϕ) and imC(ϕ) are finite and joinless with ϕ(domC(ϕ)) = imC(ϕ));
(3) maxlen(ϕ) ≤ 3 maxlen(f).
Proof. (1) & (2). By applying Prop. 2.32 to domC(f) we obtain a finite joinless code C ⊆ Dom(f)
such that domC(f) ≡fin C, and maxlen(C) = maxlen(domC(f)) =def ℓ.
Let h = f |C nA∗ . Then domC(h) = C is a finite joinless code; hence h ∈ nRM
fin
1 . Also, since
domC(f) ≡fin C, we have h ≡fin f (by Lemma 3.18).
Next, by applying Prop. 2.32 to h(C) (= h(domC(h))) we obtain a finite joinless code S ⊆ Im(h)
such that S ≡fin h(C), and maxlen(S) = maxlen(h(C)) =def L. Let D = h
−1(S). So by Lemma
3.3(4), D is finite, and by Lemma 3.3(3), D is joinless.
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Let ϕ = h|D. Then domC(ϕ) = D, which is finite and joinless. And ϕ(domC(ϕ)) = ϕ(D) =
h(D) = h(h−1(S)) = S. Since S is an initial-factor code (more strongly, we saw that S is joinless) and
S = ϕ(D) = ϕ(domC(ϕ)), it follows that S = imC(ϕ) (by the definition of imC). Now ϕ(domC(ϕ)) =
imC(ϕ), hence ϕ is normal.
Let us show that D ≡fin domC(f). By the construction of S in Prop. 2.32(1): S ≡fin h(C), and
S ⊆ h(C) nA∗. Moreover, since S ⊆ h(C) nA∗, we have for all s ∈ S and y ∈ h(C): if y ∨ s exists,
then y ≤init s. Thus by Lemma 3.22, S ≡fin h(C) implies h
−1(S) ≡fin h
−1(h(C)). By the definition
of D: D = h−1(S). And h−1(h(C)) = h−1(h(domC(h))) ≡fin domC(h) (by Lemma 3.25). Thus,
D ≡fin C. And we saw that C ≡fin domC(f).
(3) Let us find an upper bound on maxlen(domC(ϕ)), where domC(ϕ) = D, and an upper bound on
maxlen(imC(ϕ)), where imC(ϕ) = S.
Since D = h−1(S), we have
maxlen(D) ≤ maxlen(S) + maxlen(domC(h)).
By the construction of S, maxlen(S) = maxlen(h(C)). And h(C) = f(C), and domC(h) = C. So,
maxlen(D) ≤ maxlen(f(C)) + maxlen(C).
And maxlen(f(C)) ≤ maxlen(f(domC(f))) + maxlen(C). So,
maxlen(D) ≤ maxlen(f(domC(f))) + maxlen(C) + maxlen(C).
And by the construction of C, maxlen(C) = maxlen(domC(f)).
Thus for maxlen(D) (= maxlen(domC(ϕ))) we have:
(3.1) maxlen(domC(ϕ)) ≤ maxlen(f(domC(f))) + 2 maxlen(domC(f)) ≤ 3 maxlen(f).
We saw that maxlen(imC(ϕ)) = maxlen(S) = maxlen(h(C)) ≤ maxlen(f(domC(f))) + maxlen(C)
= maxlen(f(domC(f))) + maxlen(domC(f)). So,
(3.2) maxlen(imC(ϕ)) ≤ maxlen(f(domC(f))) + maxlen(domC(f)) ≤ 2 maxlen(f). ✷
Recall that the definition of nMk,1 was based on nRM
fin
1 (Def. 3.17). Prop. 3.25 now implies:
Corollary 3.27 (equivalent definitions of nMk,1). The following monoids are isomorphic:
nMk,1 = nRM
fin
1 /≡fin , nRM
fin
0 /≡fin , nRM
fin
2 /≡fin , nRM
fin
norm/≡fin .
Proof. By Prop. 3.25, every element f of nRMfin0 is ≡fin-equivalent to an element of nRM
fin
1 , and
to an element of nRMfin2 , and to a normal element. ✷
4 Some algebraic properties of nMk,1
We show some algebraic properties of nMk,1 that are similar to properties of Mk,1 proved in [5, 6].
The proofs are similar too, except for the last cases of Theorem 4.4.
Recall that a monoid M is called regular iff for every f ∈M there exists f ′ ∈M such that ff ′f = f .
Proposition 4.1 (regularity). The monoid nMk,1 is regular, for all n ≥ 1 and k ≥ 2.
Proof. For an element of nMk,1 represented by a right-ideal morphism f ∈ nRM
fin
norm (according
to Prop. 3.26), we can choose an inverse f ′ of f with the following table: domC(f ′) = imC(f)
(= f(domC(f))), imC(f ′) = domC(f), and for every y ∈ imC(f): f ′(y) is picked arbitrarily in f−1(y).
Since domC(f) is joinless and imC(f) = f(domC(f)) (also joinless), f−1(imC(f)) = domC(f). Then
f ′ ∈ nRMfinnorm, and ff
′f = f . ✷
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Proposition 4.2 (group of units). The group of units of nMk,1 is the Brin-Higman-Thompson
group nGk,1, for all n ≥ 1 and k ≥ 2.
Proof. The identity element of nMk,1 is the identity function 1 on nA
ω. An element f ∈ nMk,1
belongs to the group of units iff there exist h, k ∈ nMk,1 such that hf = fk = 1. Obviously, 1 is a
total, surjective and injective function on nAω. The fact that hf(.) is total implies that f is total, and
the fact that fk(.) is surjective implies that f is surjective. And for a total function f , the fact that
hf(.) is injective implies that f is injective. Hence, f ∈ nGk,1. ✷
Recall that in a monoid M , two elements x, y ∈ M are called J -equivalent, denoted by x ≡J y,
iff (∃α, β, γ, δ ∈M)[x = βyα and y = δxγ ]. (See e.g. [18].)
A monoid M with zero 0 is called J -0 simple iff the only J -equivalence classes of M are M r {0}
and {0}.
Proposition 4.3 (J -0 simplicity). The monoid nMk,1 is J -0 simple, for all n ≥ 1 and k ≥ 2.
Proof. Let ϕ ∈ nMk,1 any non-empty element. Then ϕ is represented by a right-ideal morphism,
also called ϕ here, such that for some x, y ∈ nA∗: ϕ(x) = y. Consider α, β ∈ nMk,1, where α is
given by the table {((ε)n, x)}, and β is given by the table {(y, (ε)n)}. Then β · ϕ · α has the table
{((ε)n, (ε)n)}, which represents the identity element. Hence ϕ ≥J 1. So all non-zero elements are
J -equivalent to the identity. ✷
A monoid M is called congruence-simple iff the only congruences on M are the unavoidable con-
gruences, namely the equality relation, and the one-class equivalence relation.
Theorem 4.4 (congruence-simplicity). For all n ≥ 1, the monoid nMk,1 is congruence-simple
(i.e., the only congruences are the equality relation, and the one-class congruence).
Proof. Let ≡ be any congruence on nMk,1 that is not the equality relation. We will show that
then the whole monoid is congruent to the empty element 0 (represented by the empty right-ideal
morphism).
Case 0: Assume that there exists Φ ∈ nMk,1 such that Φ ≡ 0 and Φ 6= 0. Then for all α, β ∈ nMk,1
we have obviously αΦβ ≡ 0. Moreover, since Φ 6= 0 we have nMk,1 = {αΦβ : α, β ∈ nMk,1}, by
0-J -simplicity of nMk,1 (Prop. 4.3). Hence in case 0 all elements of nMk,1 are congruent to 0.
When we are not in case 0, all elements ψ ∈ nMk,1 r {0} satisfy ψ 6≡ 0. For the remainder of
the proof we suppose that there exist ϕ,ψ ∈ nMk,1 r {0} such that ϕ ≡ ψ and ϕ 6= ψ. We use the
characterization of ≡fin from Lemma 2.16.
Notation: By (x 7→ y) we denote the element of nMk,1 given by the singleton table {(x, y)}, where
x, y ∈ nA∗.
Case 1: Dom(ϕ) 6≡fin Dom(ψ).
Then by Lemma 2.16 we have: There exists x ∈ nA∗ such that
x · nA∗ ⊆ Dom(ϕ), but Dom(ψ) ∩ x · nA∗ = ∅;
or, vice versa, there exists x ∈ nA∗ such that
x · nA∗ ⊆ Dom(ψ), but Dom(ϕ) ∩ x · nA∗ = ∅.
Let us assume the former (the other case is similar). For β = (x 7→ x) we have ϕβ(.) = (x 7→ ϕ(x)).
We also have ψ β(.) = 0, since x · nA∗ ∩Dom(ψ) = ∅. So, ϕβ ≡ ψ β = 0, but ϕβ 6= 0. Hence case 0
can be applied to Φ = ϕβ, which implies that the entire monoid Mk,1 is congruent to 0.
Case 2.1: Im(ϕ) 6≡fin Im(ψ) and Dom(ϕ) ≡fin Dom(ψ).
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Then there exists y ∈ nA∗ such that y · nA∗ ⊆ Im(ϕ), but Im(ψ) ∩ y · nA∗ = ∅; or, vice versa,
y · nA∗ ⊆ Im(ψ), but Im(ϕ) ∩ y · nA∗ = ∅. Let us assume the former (the other case is similar). Let
x ∈ nA∗ be such that y = ϕ(x). Then (y 7→ y) ◦ ϕ ◦ (x 7→ x) = (x 7→ y).
On the other hand, (y 7→ y) ◦ ψ ◦ (x 7→ x) = 0. Indeed, if x · nA∗ ∩ Dom(ψ) = ∅ then for all
v ∈ A∗ : ψ◦(x 7→ x)(xv) = ψ(xv) = ∅. And if x·nA∗ ∩ Dom(ψ) 6= ∅ then for those v ∈ A∗ such that
xv ∈ Dom(ψ) we have (y 7→ y) ◦ψ ◦ (x 7→ x)(xv) = (y 7→ y)(ψ(xv)) = ∅, since Im(ψ)∩ y ·nA∗ = ∅.
Now case 0 applies to 0 6= Φ = (y 7→ y) ◦ ϕ ◦ (x 7→ x) ≡ 0; hence all elements of nMk,1 are congruent
to 0.
Case 2.2: Im(ϕ) ≡fin Im(ψ) and Dom(ϕ) ≡fin Dom(ψ).
Then after restricting ϕ and ψ to Dom(ϕ)∩Dom(ψ) (≡fin Dom(ϕ) ≡fin Dom(ψ)), we have: domC(ϕ) =
domC(ψ), and there exist x ∈ domC(ϕ) = domC(ψ) and y ∈ Im(ϕ), z ∈ Im(ψ) such that ϕ(x) = y 6=
z = ψ(x). We have two sub-cases.
Case 2.2.1: y and z have no join.
Then (y 7→ y) ◦ ϕ ◦ (x 7→ x) = (x 7→ y). On the other hand, (y 7→ y) ◦ ψ ◦ (x 7→ x)(xw) =
(y 7→ y)(zw) = ∅ for all w ∈ A∗ (since in this case it is assumed that y and z have no join). So
(y 7→ y) ◦ ψ ◦ (x 7→ x) = 0. Hence case 0 applies to 0 6= Φ = (y 7→ y) ◦ ϕ ◦ (x 7→ x) ≡ 0.
Case 2.2.2: y ∨ z exists, and y 6= z.
Then y ∨ z = zv = yu for some u, v ∈ nA∗, with v 6= (ε)n or u 6= (ε)n; let us assume the latter
(the other case is similar). Since y <init y ∨ z, there exists v
′ such that z ∨ yv′ does not exist (by
Lemma 2.5). Now, (yv′ 7→ yv′) ◦ ϕ ◦ (x 7→ x)(xv′) = (yv′ 7→ yv′)(yv′) = yv′. But for all s ∈ nA∗:
(yv′ 7→ yv′) ◦ ψ ◦ (x 7→ x)(xs) = (yv′ 7→ yv′)(zs) = ∅, since z ∨ yv′ does not exist. Thus, case 0
applies to 0 6= Φ = (yv′ 7→ yv′) ◦ ϕ ◦ (x 7→ x) ≡ (yv′ 7→ yv′) ◦ ψ ◦ (x 7→ x)(xs) = 0. ✷
5 Finite generation of nMk,1
The monoid nMk,1 contains the subgroup nGk,1 and the submonoid Mk,1×{11}
n−1, where 11 denotes
the identity function on Aωk (= 1A
ω
k ). It was proved in [5] that Mk,1 is finitely generated, and it was
proved in [11] that nGk,1 is finitely generated (it was previously known that nG2,1 is finitely generated
[13, 20]).
Proposition 5.1 (factorization of nMk,1).
For all n ≥ 2 and k ≥ 2, the monoid nMk,1 can be factored as
nMk,1 = nGk,1 · (Mk,1 × {11}
n−1) · nGk,1 .
In other words, for every f ∈ nMk,1 there exist g1, g2 ∈ nG,1 and h ∈ Mk,1×{11}
n−1 such that
f = g2 h g1.
Proof. In order to find such a factorization we use the fact that every element of nMk,1 can be
represented by a function f ∈ nRMfinnorm; i.e., f is a right-ideal morphism of nA
∗
k such that domC(f)
and imC(f) are finite joinless codes of nA ∗k with f(domC(f)) = imC(f) (Prop. 3.26).
We also use the fact that every maximal finite joinless code in nA ∗k has cardinality 1 + (k − 1)N
for some N ≥ 1; and that for every N ≥ 1 there exist maximal prefix codes in A ∗k of cardinality
1 + (k − 1)N (see e.g. [2], [1], [10, Coroll. 2.14(2)], [3, Lem. 9.9(0)]). Hence for every maximal finite
joinless code C ⊆ nA ∗k there exist a maximal prefix code P ⊆ A
∗
k such that |C| = |P |.
• Case 1. f is total and surjective, i.e., domC(f) and imC(f) (= f(domC(f))) are maximal finite
joinless codes:
Let P,Q ⊆ A ∗k be any maximal prefix codes of cardinalities |P | = |domC(f)|, |Q| = |imC(f)|.
Let g1 be given by a table which is any bijection from domC(f) onto P×{ε}
n−1; and let g2 be given
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by a table which is any bijection from Q×{ε}n−1 onto imC(f). Then g1, g2 ∈ nGk,1. Finally, let
h = g−12 fg
−1
1 (.); then h ∈Mk,1×{11}
n−1, and f = g2 h g1.
• Case 2. f is total but not surjective, i.e., domC(f) is a maximal finite joinless code, and imC(f)
(= f(domC(f))) is a non-maximal finite joinless code:
Since C = imC(f) is a non-maximal finite joinless code, it has a finite non-empty complementary
joinless code (by Coroll. 2.30); let us call it C ′.
Let P,Q ⊆ A ∗k be any maximal prefix codes of cardinalities |P | = |domC(f)|, |Q| = |C ∪ C
′|.
Let g1 ∈ nGk,1 be described by a bijection from domC(f) onto P×{ε}
n−1, as in Case 1.
Let Q0 ⊆ Q be any subset of Q such that |Q0| = |C|, and let Q
′
0 = QrQ0; then Q0 and Q
′
0 are a
pair of complementary prefix codes in A ∗k , with |Q0| = |C| and |Q
′
0| = |C
′|. Let g2 ∈ nGk,1 be given by
a table which is any bijection from Q onto C ∪C ′. Then g2|Q0×{11}n−1 is a bijection from Q0×{11}
n−1
onto C.
Then g−12 fg
−1
1 (.) = (g2|Q0×{11}n−1)
−1 f g−11 (.); and h = g
−1
2 fg
−1
1 (.) ∈ Mk,1×{11}
n−1.
• Case 3. f is non-total but surjective, i.e., domC(f) is a non-maximal finite joinless code, and imC(f)
(= f(domC(f))) is a maximal finite joinless code:
This is very similar to Case 2. Since D = domC(f) is a non-maximal finite joinless code, it has a
non-empty complementary finite joinless code (by Coroll. 2.30); let us call it D′.
Let P,Q ⊆ A ∗k be any maximal prefix codes of cardinalities |P | = |D ∪D
′|, |Q| = |imC(f)|.
Let g2 ∈ nGk,1 be as in Case 1.
Let P0 ⊆ P be any subset of P such that |P0| = |D|, and let P
′
0 = P r P0; then P0 and P
′
0 are a
pair of complementary prefix codes in A ∗k , with |P0| = |D| and |P
′
0| = |D
′|. Let g1 ∈ nGk,1 be given
by a table which is any bijection from D ∪D′ onto P×{11}
n−1. Then g1|D is a bijection from D onto
P0×{11}
n−1.
Then g−12 fg
−1
1 (.) = g
−1
2 f (g1|D)
−1(.); and h = g−12 fg
−1
1 (.) ∈ Mk,1×{11}
n−1.
• Case 4. f is non-total and non-surjective:
Here we combine Cases 2 and 3. Since C = imC(f) is a non-maximal finite joinless code, it
has a non-empty complementary finite joinless code (by Coroll. 2.30); let us call it C ′. Similarly,
D = domC(f) has a non-empty complementary finite joinless code D′.
Let P,Q ⊆ A ∗k be any maximal prefix codes of cardinalities |P | = |D ∪D
′|, |Q| = |C ∪C ′|.
Let P0 ⊆ P be any subset of P such that |P0| = |D|, and let P
′
0 = P r P0; then P0 and P
′
0 are
a pair of complementary prefix codes, with |P0| = |D| and |P
′
0| = |D
′|. Let g1 ∈ nGk,1 be given by
a table which is any bijection from D ∪ D′ onto P×{11}
n−1. Then g1|D is a bijection from D onto
P0×{11}
n−1.
Let Q0 ⊆ Q be any subset of Q such that |Q0| = |C|, and let Q
′
0 = QrQ0; then Q0 and Q
′
0 are
a pair of complementary prefix codes, with |Q0| = |C| and |Q
′
0| = |C
′|. Let g2 ∈ nGk,1 be given by
a table which is any bijection from Q×{11}
n−1 onto C ∪ C ′. Then g2|Q0×{11}n−1 is a bijection from
Q0×{11}
n−1 onto C.
Then g−12 fg
−1
1 (.) = (g2|Q0×{11}n−1)
−1 f (g1|D)
−1(.); and h = g−12 fg
−1
1 (.) ∈ Mk,1×{11}
n−1. ✷
Remark. The factorization f = g2 h g1 in Prop. 5.1 is not unique, since the definition of the elements
g2, g1 ∈ nGk,1 allows many arbitrary choices.
Theorem 5.2 For all n ≥ 1, nMk,1 is finitely generated.
Proof. By Prop. 5.1, every f ∈ nMk,1 has a factorization f = g2 h g1, where g1, g2 ∈ nGk,1, and
h ∈ Mk,1×{11}
n−1. Obviously, Mk,1×{11}
n−1 is isomorphic to Mk,1, which is finitely generated [5].
Since nGk,1 is also finitely generated [11], the Theorem follows. ✷
Open question: Is nMk,1 finitely presented? (This remains open for Mk,1 too [5].)
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6 The word problem of nMk,1
The word problem for a monoid M with a finite generating set Γ is specified as follows:
Input: Two words u, v ∈ Γ∗.
Question: π(u) = π(v), as elements of M?
Here, for any w ∈ Γ∗, π(w) ∈M denotes the product, in M , of the generators, as they appear in the
word w. Instead of π(u) = π(v) we also write u = v in M , or u =M v.
Lemma 6.1 Let M1 and M2 be two finitely generated monoids such that M2 ⊆M1.
(1) If the word problem of M1 is in coNP then the word problem of M2 is in coNP too.
(2) If the word problem of M2 is coNP-hard (with respect to polynomial-time many-one reductions),
then the word problem of M1 is also coNP-hard.
Proof. This is well known; see [11, Lemma 6.1] for details. ✷
Lemma 6.2 The word problem of nMk,1 over a finite generating set is coNP-hard, for all n ≥ 2 and
k ≥ 2.
Proof. In [11, 10] it was proved (for all n ≥ 2, k ≥ 2) that the word problem of the Brin-Higman-
Thompson group nGk,1 over a finite generating set is coNP-complete with respect to polynomial-time
many-one reductions. Hence the word problem of nMk,1 over a finite generating set is also coNP-hard,
by Lemma 6.1(2). ✷
In the remainder of this section we prove that the word problem of nMk,1 belongs to coNP.
Composition of elements of nMk,1, given by tables, works in the same way as in nGk,1, as described
in [10, Lemma 2.29]; in outline the proof that the word problem is in coNP is the same for nMk,1 as
it was for nGk,1, but the intermediary results need to be more general.
By Prop. 3.26, every element of nMk,1 is represented by elements of nRM
fin
norm; so every element
of nMk,1 has a table of the form F : P ։ Q where P and Q are finite joinless codes, and F (P ) = Q.
Notation. We abbreviate maxlen(.) by ℓ(.).
Lemma 6.3 (composition in nMk,1 based on tables). Let fj: Pj ։ Qj be tables of functions
in nRMfinnorm representing elements of nMk,1; so Pj , Qj are finite joinless codes, and fj(Pj) = Qj (for
j = 1, 2). Then the composite f2 ◦ f1(.) is represented by the table
(f2 ◦ f1)|P : P ։ Q, where
P = f−11 (P2 ∨Q1),
Q = f2(P2 ∨Q1).
Proof. In general, for any partial functions f2, f1, we have: Dom(f2 ◦ f1) = f
−1
1 (Dom(f2) ∩ Im(f1))
= f−11 (Dom(f2)), and Im(f2 ◦ f1) = f2(Dom(f2) ∩ Im(f1)) = f2(Im(f1)).
When f2, f1 are given by tables as above, Dom(f2) ∩ Im(f1) = (P2 ∨Q1) · nA
ω (by Lemma 2.10).
And f−11 (P2 ∨ Q1) is a finite joinless code (by Lemma 3.3). Moreover, f
−1
1 ((P2 ∨ Q1) · nA
ω) =
f−11 (P2 ∨Q1) · nA
ω, by Lemma 3.21. The latter Lemma has the hypothesis, called condition (⋆), that
for all q ∈ P2 ∨Q1 and all y ∈ f1(domC(f1)) (= Q1): if q ∨ y exists then y ≤init q. This hypothesis
holds by the connection between P2∨Q1 and Q1. This shows that Dom(f2 ◦f1) = f
−1
1 (P2∨Q1) ·nA
ω,
and domC(f2 ◦ f1) = f
−1
1 (P2 ∨Q1).
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Finally, f2f1(f
−1
1 (P2∨Q1)·nA
ω) = f2f1f
−1
1 ((P2∨Q1)·nA
ω) = f2((P2∨Q1)·nA
ω) = f2(P2∨Q1)·nA
ω;
the first equality holds by Lemma 3.21, as we saw; the last equality holds because f2 is a right-
ideal morphism and P2 ∨ Q1 ⊆ Dom(f2). This shows that Im(f2 ◦ f1) = f2(P2 ∨ Q1) · nA
ω, and
f2 ◦ f1(domC(f2 ◦ f1)) = f2(P2 ∨Q1).
We also have f2f1(P ) = f2f1f
−1
1 (P2 ∨Q1) = f2(P2 ∨Q1) = Q. Hence, f2 ◦ f1 is given by the table
described in this Lemma. ✷
Remark. In the table for f2 ◦ f1 in Lemma 6.3, Q = f2f1(P ) is not always joinless, since nRM
fin
norm
is not closed under composition.
Proposition 6.4 (length formula). For all f2, f1 ∈ nRM
fin
norm: ℓ(f2 ◦ f1) ≤ ℓ(f2) + ℓ(f1).
Proof. In outline the proof is similar to the one for [10, Prop. 3.2].
Let fj|Pj : Pj ։ Qj be a table for fj (j = 1, 2), where Pj and Qj are finite joinless codes, and
fj(Pj) = Qj. Recall the table for f2 ◦ f1, given in Lemma 6.3.
We have:
(L1) ℓ(P2 ∨Q1) = max{ℓ(P2), ℓ(Q1)},
since for every p = (p1, . . . , pn) ∈ P2, q = (q1, . . . , qn) ∈ Q1, and i ∈ {1, . . . , n}: |(p ∨ q)i| =
max{|pi|, |qi|} (by Lemma 2.2).
We have:
(L2) ℓ(f2(P2 ∨Q1)) ≤ ℓ(Q2) + ℓ(Q1) ≤ ℓ(f2) + ℓ(f1).
Indeed, (p ∨ q)i = max≤pref{pi, qi}, for every p ∈ P2, q ∈ Q1, and i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. By Lemma 2.10,
p ∨ q ∈ P2 ∨Q1 ⊆ P2 · nA
∗ = Dom(f2). Since p is an initial factor of p ∨ q there exists u ∈ nA
∗ such
that pu = p ∨ q. Since (p ∨ q)i = max≤pref{pi, qi}, the following holds: ui = ε when (p ∨ q)i = pi; and
ui is a suffix of qi when (p ∨ q)i = qi. Hence, ℓ(u) ≤ ℓ(q). Now, f2(p ∨ q) = f2(p)u, where f2(p) ∈ Q2
(since p ∈ P2). And q ∈ Q1. Hence ℓ(f2(p ∨ q)) ≤ ℓ(f2(p)) + ℓ(u) ≤ ℓ(Q2) + ℓ(Q1).
We also have:
(L3) ℓ(f−11 (P2 ∨Q1)) ≤ ℓ(P1) + ℓ(P2) ≤ ℓ(f2) + ℓ(f1).
Indeed, z ∈ f−11 (P2 ∨Q1) iff z ∈ P1 nA
∗ = Dom(f1) and f1(z) ∈ P2 ∨Q1. Since z ∈ P1 nA
∗ we have
z = p(1)v for some p(1) ∈ P1 and v ∈ nA
∗, hence f1(z) = f1(p
(1)) v; and f1(p
(1)) = q(1) for some
q(1) ∈ Q1. Since f1(z) = q
(1)v ∈ P2 ∨ Q1, we have q
(1)v = p ∨ q for some p ∈ P2 and q ∈ Q1; since
Q1 is joinless, we have q = q
(1). Since (p ∨ q(1))i = max≤pref{pi, q
(1)
i }, the following holds: vi = ε if
(p ∨ q(1))i = q
(1)
i ; and vi is a suffix of pi if (p ∨ q
(1))i = pi. In any case, ℓ(v) ≤ ℓ(p) ≤ ℓ(P2).
So for every z ∈ f−11 (P2 ∨Q1): ℓ(z) = ℓ(p
(1)v) ≤ ℓ(p(1)) + ℓ(v) ≤ ℓ(P1) + ℓ(P2).
Finally, since ℓ(f2 ◦ f1) = max{ℓ(f
−1
1 (P2 ∨Q1)), ℓ(f2(P2 ∨Q1))}, we conclude:
(L4) ℓ(f2 ◦ f1) ≤ max{ℓ(Q2) + ℓ(Q1), ℓ(P1) + ℓ(P2)} ≤ ℓ(f2) + ℓ(f1).
✷
Proposition 6.5 .
(1) Let ft, . . . , f1 ∈ nRM
fin
norm, and suppose c ∈ N is such that ℓ(fj) ≤ c (for j = 1, . . . , t). Then
there exists ϕ ∈ nRMfinnorm such that:
• ϕ ≡fin ft ◦ . . . ◦ f1 ;
• Dom(ϕ) ⊆ Dom(ft ◦ . . . ◦ f1) ;
• maxlen(ϕ) ≤ 6ct3.
(2) Hence for all ℓ ≥ 6ct3: ϕ|nAℓ = (ft ◦ . . . ◦ f1)|nAℓ.
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Proof. (1) If t is not a power of 2, we replace t by T = 2⌈log2 t⌉, which is the nearest power of 2
larger than t; then t ≤ T < 2t. By adding T − t identity functions to the list of functions we obtain
a product fT ◦ . . . ◦ ft+1 ◦ ft ◦ . . . ◦ f1, where fT = . . . = ft+1 = 1, where T is a power of 2.
We will prove the existence of ϕ by induction on log2 T (which is an integer for powers of 2). For
the length we will actually prove a tighter relation: ℓ(ϕ) ≤ c 6log2 T (= c T log2 6).
For log2 T = 0 (i.e., T = 1), the result is obvious. Inductively, when log2 T ≥ 1 (i.e., T ≥ 2), we
subdivide the list of functions into pairs
(fT ◦ fT−1) ◦ . . . ◦ (f2j ◦ f2j−1) ◦ . . . ◦ (f2 ◦ f1).
Let Fj = f2j ◦ f2j−1. By Prop. 6.4,
ℓ(Fj) ≤ ℓ(f2j) + ℓ(f2j−1) ≤ 2c .
Since Fj does not necessarily belong to nRM
fin
norm, we apply Prop. 3.26 to obtain an ≡fin-equivalent
element hj ∈ nRM
fin
norm; this is needed for the inductive step. By Prop. 3.26, Fj ≡fin hj for some
hj ∈ nRM
fin
norm such that ℓ(hj) ≤ 3 ℓ(Fj) ≤ 6c. This yields a product of
T
2 functions hj ∈ nRM
fin
norm,
with ℓ(hj) ≤ 6c (for j = 1, . . . ,
T
2 ). Since log2
T
2 = log2 T − 1, induction now implies that there exists
ϕ ∈ nRMfinnorm such that: ϕ ≡fin hT
2
◦ . . . ◦ h1, Dom(ϕ) ⊆ Dom(hT
2
◦ . . . ◦h1), and ℓ(ϕ) ≤ 6c 6
log2
T
2
(= c 6log2 T ). Since hT
2
◦ . . . ◦ h1 = fT ◦ . . . ◦ f1, we have the claimed result.
Finally, for the length we have: c 6log2 T = c T log2 6 < c (2t)log2 6 = 6 c tlog2 6 < 6 c t3; here we used
the fact that T < 2t, and log2 6 < 3.
(2) This follows now from Lemma 3.19. ✷
Definition of coNP and NP: We use the logic-based version of the definitions (see e.g. [19], [10]). A
set S ⊆ Γ∗×Γ∗ is in coNP iff there exists m ≥ 1, a two-variable predicate R(., .) ⊆ mA∗× (Γ∗×Γ∗),
and a polynomial p(.), such that
(1) R ∈ P (i.e., membership in R is decidable in deterministic polynomial time);
(2) S = {(u, v) ∈ Γ∗×Γ∗ : (∀x ∈ mA≤p(|u|+|v|)) R(x, (u, v)) }.
(The definition of NP is similar, replacing ∀ by ∃.)
Lemma 6.6 The word problem of nMk,1 over any finite generating set belongs to coNP.
Proof. Let Γ be any finite generating set of nMk,1. Every γ ∈ Γ has a finite table Fγ : Pγ ։ Qγ .
For any w ∈ Γ∗, let fw ∈ nRM
fin
1 be the function obtained by composing the generators in w, and
let ϕw ∈ nRM
fin
norm be the ≡fin-equivalent normal element, according to Prop. 6.5: fw ≡fin ϕw, and
ℓ(fw) ≤ ℓ(ϕw) ≤ cΓ |w|
3, where c
Γ
= 6 max{ℓ(γ) : γ ∈ Γ}. So c
Γ
is a known constant, determined by
Γ. And fw|nAm = ϕw|nAm for all m ≥ cΓ |w|
3, by Lemma 3.19. Then for the word problem we have:
u = v in nMk,1 iff fu|nAL(u,v) = fv|nAL(u,v) in nRM
fin
norm,
where L(u, v) = max{c
Γ
|u|3, c
Γ
|v|3}. Thus, we obtain the following coNP-formula for the word
problem:
u = v in nMk,1 iff (∀x ∈ nA
L(u,v)) [ fu(x) = fv(x) ].
We still need to show that the predicate R(., .), defined by
R(x, (u, v)) ⇔ [ (∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n})[|xi| = L(u, v)] ⇒ fu(x) = fv(x) ],
belongs to P. I.e., we want a deterministic polynomial-time algorithm that on input x ∈ nAL(u,v) and
(u, v) ∈ Γ∗×Γ∗, checks whether fu(x) = fv(x). To do this we apply, to x ∈ nA
L(u,v), the tables of the
generators γj , δk ∈ Γ that appear in u = γt . . . γ1, and in v = δs . . . δ1. For u we compute
x 7−→ γ1(x) = y
(1) 7−→ γ2(y
(1)) = y(2) 7−→ . . . 7−→ γt(y
(t−1)) = y(t) = fu(x).
Since x ∈ nAL(u,v) ⊆ Dom(fu), every y
(j) is defined.
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In the complexity analysis we use the following notation: For z ∈ nA∗, let |z| =
∑n
i=1 |zi| (i.e.,
the sum of the lengths of the coordinate strings).
By repeatedly using Prop. 6.4 we conclude that |y(j)| ≤ |x|+c
Γ
j ≤ nL(u, v)+c
Γ
|u| ≤ 2nL(u, v).
We proceed in a similar way with v on input x. After these two computations we check whether
fu(x) = fv(x). The application of the table of γj to yj−1 takes time proportional to |yj−1| (for
j = 1, . . . , t). So, the time complexity of verifying whether x and (u, v) satisfy the predicate R is, up
to a constant factor, bounded by ≤ |x|+
∑t
j=1 |yj | ≤ nL(u, v) + (|u| + |v|) · nL(u, v). And we saw
that L(u, v) ≤ c
Γ
(|u|3+ |v|3). Hence the time-complexity of the predicate R is polynomially bounded
in terms of |u|+ |v|. ✷
Theorem 6.7 For all n ≥ 2 and k ≥ 2, the word problem of nMk,1 over a finite generating set is
coNP-complete (with respect to polynomial-time many-one reductions).
Proof. By Lemma 6.6, the problem is in coNP. Moreover, by Lemma 6.2, it is coNP-hard. ✷
7 A connection between 2M2,1 and acyclic circuits
In [6], [5] it was proved that M2,1 is finitely generated; let Γ be a finite generating set of M2,1. In
[4, Section 2], [6], [5] it was proved that for every acyclic circuit C of size |C| there exists a word
wC ∈ (Γ ∪ τ)
∗ such that:
• For every circuit C and every x ∈ {0, 1}≥NC (where NC is the input-size of C): C(x) = wC(x) .
• There exists a polynomial p(.) such that for every circuit C: |C| ≤ |wC | ≤ p(|C|) .
Here, τ = {τj,j+1 : j ≥ 1} is the set of bit-position transpositions; τj,j+1(x1 . . . xj−1xjxj+1 v) =
x1 . . . xj−1xj+1xj v, for any x1, . . . , xj−1, xj, xj+1 ∈ {0, 1} and v ∈ {0, 1}
∗. By |wC | we denote the
size of the word wC over Γ ∪ τ , where |γ| = 1 for every γ ∈ Γ, and |τj,j+1| = j + 1. (See [4, 6, 5] for
details.)
Hence, words over the infinite generating set Γ ∪ τ of M2,1 can represent any acyclic circuits, with
at most polynomial distortion.
SinceM2,1 is finitely generated, acyclic circuits can also be represented by words over a finite generating
set. But over a finite generating set, this representation has exponential distortion; in fact, the
minimum-length words over Γ that represent the transpositions τj,j+1 grow exponentially in length
with j.
In [10] it was proved that τj,j+1×11 can be expressed by a word of length ≤ 2j over τ1,2×11 and σ;
here, 11 denotes the identity function on {0, 1}
∗, and σ ∈ 2M2,1 is the shift. In combination with the
above this yields:
The finitely generated monoid 2M2,1 provides a way to represent acyclic digital circuits by words over
the finite generating set of 2M2,1. This description preserves sizes up to a polynomial. The word
problem of 2M2,1 over a finite generating set is polynomial-time equivalent to the equivalence problem
for acyclic circuits (and both problems are coNP-complete).
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